Haemodynamic effects of intravenous amrinone in patients with impaired left ventricular function

Sir,
The recent paper by Wilmshurst et al. 1 concluded that the beneficial haemodynamic effects of amrinone in patients with left ventricular impairment were attributable to vasodilatation, the drug having no demonstrable positive inotropic properties. This conclusion—which is at variance with a considerable body of experimental and clinical data—was based on the failure of amrinone to influence indices of left ventricular contractility. In two previous clinical studies, however, significant increments in left ventricular dp/dt max in excess of 40% were observed after amrinone therapy. 2-3 Wilmshurst et al. proposed that simultaneous increments in heart rate were sufficient to account for this finding, apparently ignoring the fact that a similar increase in heart rate during their own study was associated with no change at all in left ventricular dp/dt max. Moreover, the paper by Benotti et al. 2 reported pronounced increments in left ventricular dp/dt max even in patients in whom heart rate remained unchanged.

Thus, the apparent absence of a positive inotropic response to amrinone in the patients studied by Wilmshurst et al. demands an alternative explanation which probably relates to the design of their study. When haemodynamic measurements are made directly after routine coronary angiography a stable baseline—essential in studies of this type—cannot be guaranteed. Atropine premedication, for example, ensures a changing vagal influence during the period of investigation.

Of added concern is the large though unspecified quantity of contrast material these patients must have received during the coronary and (duplicate) left ventricular angiograms. The profound haemodynamic effects of contrast material are particularly unpredictable in the presence of left ventricular disease and persist for at least 15 minutes after a single injection. 4-7 Myocardial metabolism remains disturbed for considerably longer. 8 In a study involving multiple contrast injections a 20 minute delay before data collection is unlikely, therefore, to be adequate. Moreover, the end-systolic pressure/volume measurements—collected of necessity at the time of angiography—are particularly difficult to interpret since any positive inotropic response to amrinone would be overwhelmed by the depressant effects of contrast material which are maximal at this time. Analysis of these data is further complicated since no attempt was made to control heart rate by atrial pacing before and after drug intervention.

The failure of Wilmshurst et al. to show an inotropic response to amrinone is likely, therefore, to reflect the design of their study rather than the pharmacological activity of the drug.

Adam Timmis,
Kieran Daly,
David E Jewitt,
King’s College Hospital,
Denmark Hill,
London SE5 9RS.
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This letter was shown to the authors, Dr Wilmshurst and colleagues, who reply as follows:
Sir,

We thank Timmis et al. for their letter and interest in our research, but disagree that our conclusions are “at variance with a considerable body of experimental and clinical data”. Amrinone has positive inotropic properties in normal animals,\(^1\) animals with acutely induced experimental cardiac failure,\(^1\) and normal human myocardium.\(^2\) This property, in contrast to the direct vasodilator effects,\(^1,2\) is not detectable at therapeutic concentrations.\(^2\) In both animals\(^3\) and man\(^2\) the in vitro inotropic effects disappear with chronicity and severity of cardiac failure. Intracoronary infusion of amrinone in patients produces no change in haemodynamics despite therapeutic concentrations of the drug in the coronary sinus blood.\(^4\)

In the presence of vasodilatation, it is doubtful that a positive inotropic effect can be shown in man without invasive measurements of indices of contractility. Three studies\(^5-7\) have measured such indices, but only ours\(^7\) has attempted to demonstrate a dose response relation. In the two smaller series\(^5,6\) use of a haemodynamic end-point\(^5\) and peak effect\(^6\) cast doubt upon the demonstration of a positive inotropic effect. Use of peak effects allow one to filter random haemodynamic variables and accept changes that occur only if they are in the direction of a preconceived notion. Use of a haemodynamic end-point, for example specified fall in filling pressure, may affect interrelated haemodynamic variables measured simultaneously.

In our paper\(^7\) we stated “at least part of the increase in max dp/dt is the result of the increase in heart rate” not that “the increments in heart rate were sufficient to account for this” as stated by Timmis et al. The heart rate increase (30%) reported by Cardenas et al.\(^6\) was not similar to that (9%) seen in our study.\(^7\) Timmis et al. cite the findings of Wisneski et al.\(^8\); but this paper could not have shown that “myocardial metabolism remains disturbed for considerably longer” (than 20 minutes after angiography) since the authors\(^8\) made no measurements after this interval. Furthermore one of their own references\(^9\) is counter to their argument that the maximum depressant effect of contrast medium occurs simultaneously with ventricular contrast injection; instead the depressant effect was detected only after the twelfth beat\(^9\) by which time contrast would have disappeared from the ventricle.

Atropine was given to patients with impaired left ventricular function, and hence reduced vagal activity, to prevent sudden increases in vagal tone which may accompany cardiac catheterisation. If anything it is likely to accentuate any inotropic effects of amrinone by shifting the dose response curve to the left.\(^10\) During the approximately 45 minutes between control and final measurements the pharmacodynamic effects of atropine on the cardiovascular system are unlikely to have changed much. Atropine, a highly selective muscarinic blocker, seems preferable to diphenhydramine used by Benotti et al.,\(^5\) which, as well as powerful anticholinergic effects, has H\(_1\) blocking and quinidine-like actions, can cause both vasoconstriction and vasodilatation, and is reported to cause sudden changes in blood pressure. Cardenas et al.\(^6\) make no mention of giving any drugs (including local anaesthetics). Benotti et al.\(^5\) also performed cineangiography at the time of their study in six patients but they do not say when.

The use of angiography does present problems, but the combination of diagnostic and research procedures makes this necessary. The alternative is two separate catheterisations. We were initially worried about giving an “inotropic” agent to patients with coronary artery disease and so elected to perform coronary angiography first. We used biplane cineangiography and the minimum number of injections (five to six injections, 5 to 8 ml 76% Urografin). The interval between coronary angiography and the subsequent research procedure always exceeded 45 minutes. We do not believe this is contrary to standard practice. As we stated\(^7\) the interval between the first left ventricular cineangiogram and subsequent interventions/measurements exceeded 20 minutes and no measurements were made after the second left ventricular cineangiogram. Our study was a haemodynamic study and 20 minutes after angiography is adequate for return to haemodynamic baseline, as Timmis et al. point out. The metabolic effects of contrast are of some relevance. Unlike the majority of our patients, all those in the series by Wisneski et al.\(^8\) had coronary artery disease, and in these the metabolic effects of angiography are exaggerated.\(^11\) In the paper by Wisneski et al.\(^8\) 20 minutes after left ventricular cineangiography all the metabolic effects were of small and decreasing magnitude, with the exception of arterial concentration and myocardial extraction of free fatty acid. We feel that the time of heparinisation may be in part responsible for the reduction in arterial free fatty acid at 20 minutes.\(^12\) We find it interesting that in this paper\(^4\) 10 ml contrast injected into the venous system should alter myocardial metabolism as much as a similar intracoronary bolus or larger left ventricular injection. This suggests that multiple doses of contrast may not have an additive effect upon myocardial metabolism, as suggested by Timmis et al. It is obvious that all invasive procedures affect variables measured, but we hope, like others, to design our experiments to keep this to a minimum. We are sure that the differences between our conclusions\(^7\) and those of others\(^5,6\) are based partly on differences in experimental design. We believe our design is more likely to offer an under-
standing of the actual pharmacological effects of the drug.

P T Wilmshurst,
D S Thompson,
B S Jenkins,
D J Coltart,
M M Webb-Peploe,
Department of Cardiology,
St Thomas's Hospital,
London SE1 7EH.
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Notice

British Cardiac Society

The Autumn Meeting will be held at Wembley on 21 and 22 November 1983, and the closing date for abstracts was 26 July 1983.

The Annual General Meeting for 1984 will take place in Leicester on 11 and 12 April 1984, and the closing date for receipt of abstracts will be 3 January 1984.

The Autumn Meeting in 1984 will be held on 3 and 4 December 1984, and the closing date for receipt of abstracts will be 15 August 1984.